Your end-to-end last mile delivery software,
ready to connect with any eCommerce platform.
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Do you have
your own eCommerce?

WooCommerce, Magento, Shopify … you name it.

You are just starting
with eCommerce?

Starting small never hurts but … starting smart
might be just easier.

Good news – PINbox speaks all their languages
and can seamlessly connect with either one of
them.

PINbox recommends a friendly, simple to use
eCommerce platform ready to go, from our friends
at Shopify.
Why Shopify? Because they are truly the
champions of small business and PINbox loves
helping small businesses!

You are adding a Last Mile Delivery option on the
ﬂy: have a dispatch, manage your delivery orders
and your own ﬂeet of drivers, without bearing the
complexity of custom software development or
integrations.

Upload your Logo, add few products in the
inventory, enroll your ﬁrst driver in the system and
voila … you are ready to offer home delivery to your
ﬁrst customers.

Stay focused on growing your customer base and
delivery team – PINbox does the rest.

PINbox integrates natively with Shopify so you can
instantly reap the beneﬁts of eCommerce & Home
Delivery.
Why bother to do my own deliveries
and not use DoorDash or UberEats?
Eliminate their fees (20%-30% from your revenue).
You are doing all the work, you are to keep all the proﬁt.
Because you do care for your Customers.
Own them once and service them forever without extra cost.

Interested to start using PINbox?
Head to pinbox.delivery
or send your enquiry to
hello@pinbox.delivery
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Built with your Drivers in mind
Ready to deliver multiple customer orders on the same
route? No problem.
See real-time updates for any order and eventually get an
extra incentive when the tips are piling up? Sure do, right
in the app.
PINbox has a simple yet powerful mobile app - the only
tool your Drivers need to get the job done.

Automatic Dispatch
PINbox’s dispatch engine will automatically select the
best Driver from the ﬂeet, based on time to deliver,
location and cost.
Is this Driver not available right away? No worries, we
give it a second… and a third chance… automatically.

Are you working in a heavily regulated
industry?
We’ve been battle tested in tobacco and cannabis
industries, so we do embrace tough regulatory standards
ensuring traceable path through the process.
Multiple checkpoints along the way ensure the driver
collects the right order and deliver exactly to the right
customer.
QR code handshake on mobile device and ID Veriﬁcation
becomes a powerful Proof of Delivery for any parcel.

If needed, you can switch anytime to manual dispatch
(both drivers and consumers are human beings so are
we).

In the end, it is all about a great Customer
Experience
You deliver in 30 minutes or next day – either way, keep
your customers informed with real-time updates and
notiﬁcations.
Do they need extra-options? Your driver needs to call or
text for instructions? Everything’s happening directly in
the app, one touch away.
Every experience can be memorable or can be a learning;
both are accommodated, thanks to the integrated
feedback function.

Where can you use PINbox?
Restaurant

Fast Food

Bakery

Coffee Shop

Florist

Grocery Store

Interested to start using PINbox?
Head to pinbox.delivery or send your enquiry to hello@pinbox.delivery
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